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INTRODUCTION
As a youth, my first awareness of art as a force in my life came through
the viewing of paintings reproduced in books. My response to these images was
a tip-off to my later decision to engage in the making of images as my life
pursuit. Some of these images repelled me, while others held my attention and
allowed me to enter their special worlds. These worlds seemed charged with a
heightened sense of reality that I did not experience when looking at images
in other source materials. The eerie dreamscapes of Salvadore Dal i rendered
with meticulous detail rang true to me. The dread I felt while engaged with
Hieronumus Bosch's Garden of Delights was a real dread, even though the image
was a fiction. The notion that a fiction can evoke real emotions has inclined
me toward the development of a synthetic symbolism in an effort to express
myself through visual art. It was this need to synthesize symbols that led me
to explore the computer as an alternative image-making tool. The new programs
for home computers were a good place to start, but I quickly found my way to
more sophisticated computers, and they proved to be versatile and exciting
image-making tools.
PAINTBOX COMPUTERS
There are a variety of computer types and functions. The general term
for graphic computers dedicated to the creation and display of images is
"paint box computers". There are many on the market. My fascination with
these machines is a result of their ability to do things in an instant that
would take a trained artist months to achieve, if he or she could, in fact, do
them at all. A typical paint box system has a computer, a keyboard, disk
drives, a status monitor to display prompts and information, a viewing monitor
to display images, and a graphics tablet and pen. Information drawn with the
pen on the graphics tablet appears on the viewing monitor as it is drawn. The
overall system is broken down into several subsystems. These subsystems
contain a series of operations (commands) that allow one to alter the image in
a variety of ways. The subsystems common to most paint box computers are
discussed in what follows.
Digitizing
Digitizing is the act of breaking an analog signal into discrete
incremental numbers. A mercury thermometer provides an example of analog
information: the mercury can stop at any point along the scale. A digital
thermometer provides digitized information: in this type of thermometer,
information is given back in discrete increments. As artists, we have seen
gray scales (digital) used to map the continuous (analogous) range of values
in our world. A digitizing video camera can convert an analog signal into
digitized information that can be stored on a videodisc and displayed on the
viewing monitor when needed. Figure la shows a printout from a computer
monitor of such a digital image. Note the range of only four grays. This
range can be expanded or contracted by giving the computer differing
information. Figure lb shows an analog image in the form of a
continuous-tone photograph. Figures 2a and 2b show how a given range of
colors might be viewed as digitized and analogous, respectively.
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Paint
"Paint" is a series of commands that allow the artist to color anything
displayed on the screen in a manner that is reminiscent of easel painting.
These commands are first selected, then executed with the pen and graphics
tablet. The resultant colors are seen on the viewing monitor screen as the
artist performs each move of the pen.
An example would be to select the command "texture paint". Having chosen
this command, the artist places the cursor (the part of the viewing screen
that lights up to correspond to the relative position and configuration of the
pen on the tablet) on a multi-colored portion of the screen, and moves that
complex color pattern anywhere on the screen. This is similar to a painter
dragging a brushload of wet paint from one part of the canvas to another. The
difference is that the pixels do not dry up, and therefore remain malleable
throughout the production of the art work.
The tenticular appendages coming from the egg shapes in Figure 3
demonstrate this command.
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Draw
"Draw" is a series of commands that correspond to the motions in drafting
or free-hand drawing. The thickness of the line may be varied in much the
same way a draftsperson might change pen tips. Also, a series of common
geometric shapes such as rectangle or circle can be created, then altered and
moved.
Figure 4a shows how a common cube can be drawn, repeated, and scaled, to
give us the illusion of multiple cubes in space. Figure 4b shows further
manipulations and merging with other images which will be discussed as we
proceed through the commands.
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fig. 4a
fig. 4b
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Edit
The edit subsystem allows the artist to change a displayed image in a
variety of ways. An example would be color edits. The three options in color
edit are hue, luminosity, and saturation. These correspond to the Munsell
terms of hue, value, and chroma. If one were to choose hue for an edit, one
would designate a color area in the image, and could then run through all the
colors in the spectrum. The designated color portion of the image would then
be cycled through violet, blue, cyan, green, yellow, orange, red, and magenta.
As the artist observed the cycling colors, he could stop the process at any
point and preserve the most desirable result.
Figures 5a and 5b show the same image cycled through the spectrum.
During this edit, all portions of the image were cycled. Figure 5a was
stopped when the outer portion of the object was red and the center green.
Figure 5b was stopped at a different point during the cycle.
13
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File
The file subsystem allows for the storing (saving) and restoring
(display) of images. This seems like a simple clerical task, but its
implications in the creation of art are immeasurable. Being able to store an
image allows one to take artistic risks with images on the screen, for one can
always recall a previous form of an image if dissatisfied with the current
manifestation. One can also recall stored images and combine them with the
image currently displayed on the screen. This would correspond to using two
negatives in the creation of a single photographic print. Figures 6a and 6b
show images that are descendants of a previously created and stored image.
The original image can be seen as the background figure in Figure 6a. This
image was then posterized, using the edit subsystem; then rotated and merged
with the original. Figure 6b shows how Figure 6a was reversed and tilted in
perspective, then merged with its predecessor.
15
fig. 6a
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Geometry
The geometry subsystem was the most valuable, since in this mode the
artist can shade, copy, and distort images with the speed of a gesture. It is
in this menu (the list of commands in a given subsystem) that one can do in
moments what an accomplished painter could do only with great effort over a
long period of time. In this mode one can shade a plane or solid in a vast
range of hues, luminosities, and saturations. The shaded solid can then be
duplicated anywhere on the screen. The solid can be scaled, rotated, reversed
as a mirror image, and/or distorted. The ability to repeat a form accurately
and at the same time subject it to regular variegation allows one to rapidly
build new forms that have a strong visual coherence.
Figure 7 shows how the creation of one original sphere edited into 4
colors, then distorted and repeated, forms a rhythmic compound shape.
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Although these computer functions assist design by repeating and
variegating color and shape, painters and sculptors have been able to do this
since the inception of their crafts. What advantages, then, does the graphic
computer give the image maker?
The advantages are in speed, transformation, and storage. Since an
artist can go through so many permutations, he or she can see many generations
of images in a short time. This allows one to select from a far greater range
of visual manifestations while creating the art work. The ability to store a
piece at any stage of development and recall this former generation is an
option not available to sculptors and painters. Gone is the fear of losing a
creation's vitality by an errant chisel stroke - for after a misguided cursor
stroke, the former image can be recalled.
Figure 8 shows an image that was formed using all of the above-described
functions.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANIMATION COMPUTERS
The second type of computer I experimented with was a three-dimensional
animation computer. For years people have been treated to the fantasy of the
moving image. The vehicle for bringing this impossible world to reality has
been eel animation.
Now it is possible to bypass film altogether and animate electronically.
This effort, known as computer graphic animation, shares many concepts with
its forerunner (graphic film), but has its own unique characteristics.
Knowing how these processes function will give a better understanding of
the range of visual possibilities inherent in each medium and how they might
fit into the world of visual expression and communication. Cel animation, in
its simplest form, is a means to give renderings the illusion of movement
through time and space by transcribing the drawings onto graphic film.
For instance, the animator may want to give the illusion of an object
moving from the left of the screen to the right. This may be done in several
ways. The camera is mounted on an animation crane above a movable compound.
The compound can be moved relative to the camera in any direction parallel to
the plan of the camera's lens. The camera can be moved perpendicular to the
plane of the compound. In addition, a background rendering can be moved by
means of a peg bar right or left on the plane of the compound. The simplest
illusion of object motion can therefore be created with only one drawing on a
transparent eel by camera, compound, and peg bar moves. Moving the rendering
by means of the compound moves the rendering's position on each frame of the
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film. When the frames are projected at twenty-four per second, the illusion
of motion is perceived by the viewer, even though the viewer is actually
seeing only a rapid sequence of still images separated by discrete frames.
More complex movements of the object can be achieved by making a series of
renderings where the object is drawn in different positions on the cel. These
are then photographed one frame at a time in sequence, and again, when
projected, give the illusion of motion. Combining the various moves of the
animation crane with the renderings on eels depicts a complex series of
movements that imitate, and in some wonderfully imaginative work transcend,
movement as understood by human beings.
It is important when scripting an animation to note that one second of
animation requires twenty-four frames. Both speed and smoothness of movement
are determined by the number of renderings per second. Therefore the
smoothest movement requires a separate drawing for each frame: twenty-four
drawings for each second of viewing time. For each drawing the platen must
be lifted; the drawing removed and replaced with the next drawing in the
sequence, then registered on the compound; and any movements of the compound,
peg bar, or camera made. Then the platen is closed, the exposure made, and
one frame is finished. This can become even more involved if any fades or
dissolves are used that require incremental closing or opening of the shutter
and changes in the direction of the film drive motor. Scripting an animation
is very involved, and it has been estimated that a ninety-minute
(feature-length) animation would take a master animator, working a normal
2,000-hour work year, fifty years to complete. At present it takes the Disney
Studio one to two years to produce one feature-length animation with a full
staff. Such a staff of professionals includes artists, camera operators, dope
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sheet writers (scriptors), key animators (those who draw every twelfth frame),
and "in-betweeners" (those who draw all the moves between the renderings of
the key animators).
In computer animation, much of what is done by the in-betweeners can be
done by one artist working as a key animator. The computer will then
calculate all the in-between moves necessary to move an object (primitive)
from point x to point y. The animator sits at a computer with a keyboard and
a monitor. The keyboard can be likened to a rendering tool such as a pencil,
and the monitor corresponds to a drawing board.
First a three-dimensional stage is described by the animator by
designating x, y, and z magnitudes. The width of the stage is the x axis, the
height is the y axis, and the depth is the z axis. Figure 9, which will be
referred to throughout this section, shows a stage with a width x = 80, a
height y = 50, and a depth z = 30.
If the animator were to designate values of x = 1,000, y = 1,000, and z =
1,000, he could locate any point within the stage by assigning any values
between 0 and 1,000 to x, y, and z. A value of exactly 0 or 1,000 would
indicate a point on the floor, walls, or ceiling of the stage. Co-ordinates
of x = 500, y = 500, and z = 500 would locate a point equidistant from the
side walls and stage front, and suspended halfway between the ceiling and
floor. In Figure 9 it can be seen that the center of the sphere (parent point
of the sphere) is located at x
= 20, y = 23, and z = 7.
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By designating two points, each with their own x, y, and z co-ordinates,
the command to draw a line can be given and the monitor will display the line.
With the ability to draw a line, the animator, armed with a great supply of
graph paper, can now build more complex shapes or three-dimensional forms and
place them on the stage. Many computer programs further accommodate the
artist by recognizing cubes, cones, tori, spheres, circles, triangles, and
rectangles; and will complete these shapes and forms with a minimum of
co-ordinates being designated.
Once the drawing of the object is complete, the real advantage of the
computer comes into play. In the computer is a conceptual camera that can
move to any point within the stage. The camera can then be rotated around its
own x, y, and/or z axes to view a drawn object (primitive) from any angle.
The camera and its x, y, and z axes can be seen in Figure 9.
The camera can also magnify or diminish its view to give the illusion
that the primitive is moving toward or away from the camera, or that the
camera is moving relative to the primitive. This illusion of camera moves,
unencumbered by booms and cranes but rather moved by the imagination of the
artist, gives an exciting sense of motion to the viewer. The primitive can
also be moved, cloned, spun, and scaled by a set of keyboard commands. When
the primitive movements are co-ordinated with the full range of camera moves,
a great variety of animation effects can be achieved.
The greatest advantage of the animation computer is in the speed of
scripting. If the artist wants to rotate a primitive around its x axis two
revolutions per second plus move the camera from a side view to a view from
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the ceiling over a period of four seconds, only two commands are necessary.
One command rotates the primitive 288 from Frame #100 to Frame #196; the
second moves the camera from point to point, from Frame #100 to Frame #196.
Frames #101 - 195 will be calculated and drawn by the computer. In cel
animation this would require ninety-seven separate drawings. By comparison,
as complex as it is to assign x, y, and z co-ordinates for the first
primitive, with the computer the artist needs only one drawing. As the length
of the animation increases, so does the advantage of using the computer.
In the Nineteenth International Tournee of Animation held in Los Angeles,
both cel and computer animations were screened. From a viewer's point of
view, both were fascinating. However, the computer animation of human
movement had an artificiality that the exaggerated and expressive drawings on
eels seemed to transcend. It may be this artificiality in the depiction of
human motion that has so far left the computer animation the province of
rendering hard-edged geometric solids in advertisements.
Another drawback is that, even in spite of the economy of few drawings
and ease of scripting, computer animation is still very expensive to produce.
In a talk prior to the Tournee of Animation, representatives of the Computer
Graphics Laboratories Incorporated told how their work cost $2,000 - $5,000
per second of animation. Cost, then, is the reason we see computer animation
in commercials on television and not in local art shows. This has created the
situation where most computer animation that reaches the mass audience is the
art of flying logos; the art of chrome balls in space.
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Pixels
A most fascinating aspect of the monitor image is its basic visual
building block, the pixel. These tiny light sources form the image in the
same manner that Seurat's points of paint formed his images.
However, this little powerhouse charges the monitor image with a
luminosity that painting and photography only imitate. With a computer, one
does not render light, but renders with light. "Light, the first visible
thing, is the source of beauty."1 It is because this small light source added
together with its fellows makes a mosaic so brilliant that the Munsell terms
of value and chroma do not apply to the color sensations seen on the screen,
and those terms must be supplanted with "luminosity" and "saturation". The
fact that we paint with light and not with pigment allows us to see color
under optimum viewing conditions. These optimum viewing conditions are said
to be a brightly-lit target color, a bright surround, a sharp dividing line
between target and surround, and movement of the target relative to the
ground. The first two requirements of the optimum viewing circumstances are
well met by the monitor image made of pixels. The significance of all this is
that the eye can discriminate more shades of color when looking at emitted
light than when looking at reflected light or pigments.
Figures 10a and 10b represent two different sources of color stimuli.
10a represents a pigmented surface that presents to the viewer reflected
light. This would correspond to looking at a photographic print or painting.
Figure 10b represents, and is intended to simulate, a luminant color source
that presents the viewer with colors in the form of light. This is similar to
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looking at a rainbow or a computer monitor. Note that 10b not only shows more
hues (colors), but also has a higher chroma (brightness). The visual result
of looking at luminant color sources is an image charged with more color
stimuli than seen in an image formed of pigments.
28
fig. 10a fig.lOb
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CREATIVITY AND THE COMPUTER
How, then, has all this electronic paraphernalia assisted me in the
creation of art? The situation where one starts with a blank "canvas", the
monitor screen, and does not know where one is going is, for me, the
excitement that makes art worthwhile. One stroke of the graphic pen and light
illuminates the darkness. How stimulating this is! An immediate relationship
of forces is established. Not the subtractive relationship of a
lighter-colored pigment on a darker pigment, but the presence of luminosity
within darkness. This is rife with visual and symbolic richness. From the
first appearance I am drawn into the act of creation. The interaction with
the monitor and each new relationship it presents prompts a gesture or a new
command from the pen or keyboard. The work builds and reveals new forms.
What greater goal could I want for my art than to use it as a vehicle to bring
new forms to my consciousness - forms that were not there before! These forms
are made with a wealth of detail and charged with light force, ". . . the eye
to take in a superabundance of detail [creating] an hypnotic effect that
propels the viewer into a state more propitious to the reception of the
idea."2 Since these forms have no exact visual predecessors, they evoke a
response more emotional than intellectual as I create them. This emotion then
becomes the creative force that acts to bring these forms to completion. The
emotion evoked during the appearance of the form attaches itself to the final
form taken by the art work. The art work then truly becomes the synthetic
symbol for that emotion that brought it into this world. Just as Seurat
painted ". . .to synthesize landscape into a permanent aspect that would
sustain its sensation"3, so the emotion evoked by the computer-generated form
is sustained by the work of art.
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This fascinating dialectic between the artist and the work of art can be
summarized as follows. The initial appearance of the partially-formed work
prompts an emotional response. The emotion in turn prompts the furtherance of
the work. Within this constant ebb and flow is where the creative process is
experienced by the artist. The created symbol truly does become the material
equivalent for the emotions that created it.
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DIFFICULTIES WITH COMPUTER ART
There are a number of intrigues concerning the production of art by means
of the graphic computer. If one is to deal with the issue of these computers
as fine art, how shall that issue be presented to the audience as hard copy?
Can hard copy be generated that will reflect the appearance and spirit of the
original monitor image? My solution was to make slides of the monitor image
and transform them into Cibachrome prints. These prints held a range of
high-chroma (bright) colors that were reminiscent of the luminant image on the
computer screen. They were, however, replications of the original, since a
Cibachrome image is rendered with dyes, and is a reflection print. Herein
lies a problem. The original computer image was rendered with emitted light.
The presented image was rendered in dye or subtractive color, and could only
be a documentation of the original work. As discussed earlier, it is light
to which the artist is responding. Light is therefore a partner in the
creation of the work and a factor in determining the form the art shall take.
A solution would be to show the monitor image displayed in its original
form. Any hard copy such as a laser print or Cibachrome is a degradation of
the original, for the lights have been turned out. There are difficulties,
however, in using the monitor image as the final art form. If one wanted to
show fifty images simultaneously, one would need fifty monitors, fifty
electrical outlets, and a minimum of 200 cubic feet of space to house them.
Monitors and their attendant hardware are not convenient. We await some less
costly and more portable viewing system.
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CONCLUSION
One hesitates to give specific meaning to these computer-generated
symbols, since so stamping them would diminish their ability to function as
works of art. It is these clusters of obscurity that allow the viewer to
engage the work at a personal level. Being able to approach work that has
not been explained forces the viewer to attach his or her own emotional
meaning to the work. These symbols do represent specific ideas, but they were
not created with those ideas in my conscious mind. It is after they arrive
and I experience them over a period of time that I am able to give some verbal
insights into them. These symbols represent my aspirations and concerns about
the function and production of art in a technological society. I am
fascinated with the forms an artist can bring into this world, working through
the computer as a medium. I believe these images would not exist if it were
not for the electronic assistance available to artists today. These synthetic
symbols provide a new visual vocabulary with which to express oneself.
Having enumerated some of the joys and attendant problems associated with
the creation of art on computers, I hope others will be encouraged to engage
with this versatile image-making tool. The day when one needed to know binary
number theory to create computer images is as remote as the day one had to
know chemistry to make photographs. Computers are now truly "user friendly",
and are becoming more so.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Vitellio as cited by Matile, Henri.
"Emaux du Moyen-Age", Lausanne, 1971.
2. Gordon, Rae Beth.
"Aboli Bibelot? The Influence of the Decorative Arts and Stephane
Mallarme and Gustave Moreau", Art Journal , Summer 1985: p. 105.
3. Feneon, Felix.
"Le Neo-Impressionnisme", L'Art moderne, VII, May 1, 1887: p. 139.
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Purpose
This thesis project will explore the unique qualities of computers with
graphic capabilities to store, retrieve, scale, and transform shape and color
in the formation of images.
Background
As a painter I am interested in the formal elements that activate the
illusion of three-dimensional space on a two-dimensional surface. I have
found the computer to be a means to expand on these traditional concerns of
image-making. The problems of creating a three-dimensional world through the
successful manipulation of shape and color (hue, value, and chroma) are
facilitated by the computer. The greatest advantages the computer gives the
artist are speed and storage. One can change hue, value, chroma, or shape
with a gesture. Space and perspective can be rendered with equal ease. A
difficulty expressed by painters is knowing when a painting is finished. They
live with the concern that one more stroke of the brush may take the painting
too far and rob it of its vitality. The graphic computer eliminates this
problem. When an image evolves to a state the artist feels is nearly complete
he can save it to a storage disk. The image can then be further evolved
through many more generations. If the artist's decision to continue with the
image was in error he can back up to an earlier manifestation. This is often
not possible in painting, print making, or drawing. Thus the computer
generated work of art never becomes so precious that the artist loses his
nerve. This freedom will allow and encourage artists to push their images to
visual effects not seen before.
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Procedure
The procedure will consist of familiarizing myself with as many imaging
systems as possible. To date the list includes:
1. Artronics Computer
2. Apple Computer
3. Digital Vax Computer
4. Cathode Ray Tube
5. Epson Printer
6. Dithitizing Camera
7. Copy Camera
8. Animation Crane
I have taken the hard copy generated by the above systems and hand colored and
coll aged them. The result has been a series of two dimensional images that
have expanded upon my personal sense of imagery. However, a thesis project
should be an adventure and not a destination. Therefore I must allow the form
of the images to evolve according to the growth generated by a successful
thesis adventure.
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